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At 17, Georgia Huston became the founder of the Teen Pain Help Foundation. Her life as a teenager was
filled with hope and promise, until a mysterious pain created in her back and legs.At 14, Georgia was
along with the world.When doctors didn't help, she spiraled into hopelessness.This book chronicles her
feelings during that dark amount of her life and follows her inspirational journey back again to healh and
happiness.An intensely personal journey of anguish, solitude, and despair.
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Finally.Overcome your suffering, hope is here... If you were in debilitating discomfort, had seen many
doctors, took many tests, plus they all developed "it's all in your head!This is simply a must read for
anyone interested in why a seemingly doomed story of a woman in trouble turns out to be an inspiring,
heart-warming truth of a family group tightening their grip on hope and finding the next day to go
forward into a new definition of success. Anyone who's going through something even remotely similar
would prosper to read this book. Besides simply citing the inexplicable discomfort that many, numerous
others are contending with as of this very moment, Ms. I think it had been the 23rd doctor who finally
paid attention to her without judgement and prejudice and helped place her on the road to recovery."In
vivid detail, almost like a diary, Ms. An unbelievable story. I actually was in awe of the book and even
more so of Georgia herself. Her courage and power not just in working with the unbelievable discomfort
she endured but also with an indifferent, disbelieving and incompetent medical occupation reminds me of
stories I've found out about the trials and tribulations that war veterans have experienced. Huston units
out to save lots of others from additional such troubling personal sacrifices such as confusion, doubt and
finally skepticism, the kind not just from others in the medical community but a skepticism about your
personal sanity. That she is sharing that experience in this honest and unsparing method is definitely a
testament to her skill as a writer and her generous spirit as a person. Huston delivers the ultimate account
in dealing with a mysterious discomfort that jeopardizes her relationships with doctors, friends, & most
painfully, her family members. It will do them only good. Vienna's Waiting can be an intensely raw
andhonest accounts of her own journey in managing her very own condition... It's hard to trust that
Georgia Huston penned this book at such a young age. The exceptional narrative chronicles a young girl's
have a problem with chronic discomfort, the despair, fear and search for answers. Destined to become a
reference for all those experiencing an identical journey in their own lives. Not only will Georgia Huston
have a compelling tale to inform about her harrowing experiences coping with a mysterious condition,
she has the ability to tell her story compellingly! Chronic Pain sufferers Need to have this book! Georgia
Huston's first giving on a difficult and widely unknown affliction sheds light on acondition that lots of
find impossible to discuss. It's hard to believe that Georgia Huston penned this book . Chronic discomfort
sufferersof any age will find relief within these web pages. Highly recommended! A must-read for family
members coping with crisis. Must Read Amazing chronicle of a teenage girl fighting chronic pain
Amazing chronicle of a teen girl struggling with chronic pain! Highly recommended!
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